Year 3 Home Learning Letter – 24.04.20
Good morning everyone, happy Friday! I made cheese muffins yesterday that were AMAZING. I have already
eaten most of them too… oops! I’ve loved seeing all your home baking photos as well – keep sending them in,
they may end up featuring on the blog!!
Send an email to year3teacher@kingsapps.co.uk to say hi, show me your work or ask any questions and I’ll
reply when I can. If you want to chat to Mrs Sellars, you can email thehaven@kingsapps.co.uk. Have a fab day!

Love Miss MacMaster xx
Rule: Suffixes. –ing, -ed, -s, -es, -ness, -ful, -less, -ly.
See if you can write a silly sentence using as many different suffixes as you can. Remember,
they don’t have to make sense!
Spelling

Reading

You could… practice some of the Year 3 curriculum words on Spelling Shed.
Spend at least 20 minutes reading today.
I’d like you to try the next colour band up book that you should have at home. You don’t need
to spend the whole 20 minutes reading it but spend a bit of time reading it aloud to an adult
– is it a bit too hard? Does it have only a few words that are a challenge?
If your adult thinks you can move up, send me an email and let me know! I’ve already heard
of a couple of children who have moved up and it’s made me SO proud!!
You could… read a recipe online or in a book to plan your next home bake!

Solitary Existence
Today, we’re going to write your adverts to sell this house to
whoever you chose to sell it to. You might want to have a look on
real property selling websites for some ideas on what to say
(www.rightmove.co.uk and www.zoopla.co.uk are good ones).
I’d mainly like you to think about writing the description of the
house but you’ll see from the real websites that there are usually photos of the inside of the
house and floor plans that you might want to draw as well. Remember, even if your house
might not be very big or look very luxurious, you need to make it sound like that so your
audience will want to buy it.

Writing

Make sure you use those features that we’ve looked at this week:
 Exaggeration: All the other superheroes have got better homes than you live in at the
moment.
 Emotive language: Having a house like this would really help you to become a better
superhero because you could practise your moves more and then save all the
innocent children.
 Rhetorical questions: Don’t you see that this is the perfect house for you?
 Fronted adverbials: Inside the house,… Because of the secret lair,… After your
missions,…
You might also want to include some technical vocabulary that makes you sound like a real
estate agent (person who sells houses):
unique
beautiful views
exceptional
private
property
ideal
luxurious
impressive
isolated
estate
magnificent
stunning
splendid
deserted
plot
P.S. I had a LOT of fun looking at expensive houses for sale on the internet. I think this one is my favourite for Superman!
https://www.rightmove.co.uk/property-for-sale/property-78656785.html

Don’t forget to use Kinetic Letters and correct spelling in your writing!

Practise these final letters from the Abracadabra family. Stand up in penguin position, and
practise moving and saying these letters:

Handwriting

In lizard position, draw trees in your margin and practice these letters. Do 3 for fluency and
then 3 for formation (3 individually, then 3 in a row). For example:

Maths

Choose
from these
jobs:

We’re going to carry on looking at Nearly Numbers today. We often use them when we are
estimating (taking a good guess). This is particularly helpful when we are shopping but only
have a certain amount of money to spend. The next time you’re in a shop, give it a go!
1. Which of these number sentences should have an answer between 60 and 70:
59 + 17
71 – 3
21 + 20
97 – 12
2. Niamh says that she thinks 489 + 109 =500. Can she be correct? Use your Nearly
Numbers to prove your answer.
If you’d like an extra maths challenge, White Rose has got some really great lessons and
activities: https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/
Wider Curriculum
 RE: Today is the first day of Ramadan. Find out what all the 5 pillars of Islam are and then
explore why Muslims choose to observe Ramadan.
 Art: Create a picture using unusual resources. You could use leaves and stones from the
garden to make a picture on the floor. You could use spaghetti hoops to form a pattern (ask
an adult!). Some fruits and flowers also leave colour behind (they are known as natural
dyes) that you could rub onto some paper.

Would you prefer to be a diary or a notebook?
Question of
the day

Think carefully about what a diary and notebook are used for. How are they different? Which
would you prefer to be and why?
I’ll let you know what I think tomorrow. I’d love to hear your ideas in an email!
Yesterday’s thoughts from Miss M: I think that I would prefer to be a human because I don’t
think that animals can develop relationships with other animals in the same way that we can
as humans. Although, I think it would be very fun to be a dog for a day or two!

